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1 G- . , ( ) [10],
[9] . (The English summary is [10]. See also the original article [9])
:
\S 1 .
\S 2 G- .
\S 3 . (An estimation on the number of rational values related to G-functions)
G- G-operator , \S 1 .
. – , G- –
.
\S 2 , .
\S 3 . \S 2 .
\S 1
$K$ $\mathbb{O}_{arrow}$ , $d:=[K, \mathbb{Q}]<\infty$ .
$v$ $K$ , :
$\{$
$|p|_{v}:=p^{\frac{-d_{v}}{d}}$ if $v|p$ ($p$ : ),
$|\xi|_{v}:=|\xi|^{\infty_{d}}d$ if $v|\infty$ $(\xi\in K)$ ,
$d_{v}:=[I’\dot{\iota}_{v}, \mathbb{Q}_{v}]$ .
$\log^{+}a:=\log \mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{X}(1, a),$ $(a\in \mathbb{R})$ .
1. (G- )
$y$ G- , :
(0) $y$ K- \not\simeq : $y= \sum_{i=0}^{\infty}oi^{X}i\in K[[X]]$ .
(1) :
$\varlimsup_{marrow\infty}\sum_{v}-^{1}mi\leq\max\log|+|_{v}mai<\infty$ .
, $\sum_{v}$ $v$ $K$ (Archimedean ) .
(2) $y$ $(x)-$ .
(1) :
$a_{i}$ , $a_{0},$ $\ldots,$ $a_{i}$ $(\in \mathrm{N})$ , $i$ .
G- ,
, p-adic .
, diophantine method, Pade ,
.
.
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.
G- , – :
$v$ \dagger $\infty$ $I’\dot{\tau}_{\mathrm{L}}$ non-Archimedean .
$f= \sum_{i=0}^{N}$ $fixi\in K[x]$ , $|f|_{v}:= \max_{i}|f|_{v}$ , $f/g\in K(x),$ $f,$ $g\in K[x],$ $g\neq 0$
, $|f/g|_{v}$ $:=|f|_{v}/|g|_{v}$ 1.








$I$ $\Lambda/I_{n}(K(x))$ , ,
$(d/dx-A)iI:=\underline{(d/dx-A)\cdots(d/d_{X}-A)}I$
$i$ times
. $\sum_{v\{\infty}$ $K$ non Archimedean .









$f(x),$ $g(x)$ $G-$ ,f(x)\pm g(x), $f(x)\cross g(x),$ $\frac{d}{dx}f(x))\int_{0}^{x_{f}}(t)dt$ $G-$
.
1.
$L_{k}(x)= \sum_{i}\infty=1^{X^{i}}/i^{k},$ $k\in \mathrm{N}$ . ( $\log(1-X)=-L_{1}(X).$ )




( : $/\mathrm{E}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}’ \mathrm{s}$ theorem )
1well-def. Gauss norm




G- , $\text{ }$ ( )
. , 1 $G$-operator
2 .




$K$ $A_{1)}\ldots,$ $A_{\mu}\in \mathit{1}\backslash /[n(I\mathrm{i}’)$ :
(1)4 $A_{1)}\ldots,$ $A_{\mu}$ .
(2) $\exists \mathfrak{g}arrow\succ gl_{n}(k)$ : solvable Lie algebra $\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{t}$ . $A_{1)}\ldots,$ $A_{\mu}\in \mathrm{g}$ .
, $\zeta_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $\zeta_{\mu}\in K$ .
$\frac{d}{dx}.$. $- \sum_{i=1}^{\mu}\frac{A_{i}}{x-\zeta_{i}}$
G-operator.
( : 5 , solvable $\Rightarrow \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$ matrix $\Rightarrow$ $+$
1, $0$ , 2 )
.
3 – ( $(n=2)$ 3 ) .
, 3 $G-$ .
$\text{ }$ ( 2
) , 3 .
3 , – :
1.
$\mathrm{G}$-operator ( G- ) .
, :. ( ) $A$ , $(d/dx-A)$ $G-$
operator.
, $G$-operator , $\mathrm{G}$-operator ( G- ,
$\log$ ) G- ,
, .
G- n 6 ,
.






5 1 . .
6 $1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{t}1}$ , .
9
, $K$ $\mathbb{Q}$ .
, G- – . $G’-$
, $\text{ }\overline{(}$ .
2. ( [2, 3, 5, etc])
$A\in \mathit{1}\mathrm{Y}I_{n}$ ( $(\mathrm{Q}(x))$ , $\overline{y}={}^{t}(y_{1},$ $\ldots)y_{n}$ ) $\in(^{(}\mathrm{Q}[[x]])\mathrm{n}$
$( \frac{cl}{dx}-A)\overline{y}=0$
, , $\overline{y}$ $y_{1},$ $\ldots$ , y $G-$ .
$y_{1)}\ldots,$ $y_{n}$ $\mathbb{Q}(x)$ , $C_{1}>0,$ $\epsilon$ with $0<\epsilon<1$ :
$\forall q>C_{1}’,$ $(q\in \mathbb{N}),$ $\forall(\in \mathbb{Q}$ with $=q\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{t}$ . $|(|\leq q^{-\epsilon}$ , $y_{1}(())\ldots,$ $y_{n}(\zeta)$ $\mathbb{Q}$ .





For $L\subset$ ]$\mathrm{R}$ : agiven interval, not so short, (e.g, $L=(-1,1)$ : )
G- ?
How many ( $\in L\cap \mathbb{Q}_{\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\overline{y}}(\zeta)\not\in \mathbb{Q}^{n}$ exist?
2 . 2 $C_{1}$ $\zeta$ $0$
$8$ .
\S 3 ( 2 )
.
.
$q\in \mathbb{N},$ $r\in]\mathrm{R}_{>0}$ , , $U_{r}(q)$ :
$U_{r}(q):=\{\zeta\in \mathbb{Q}||\zeta|<r, q\zeta\in \mathbb{Z}\}$ .
.
:
$\varlimsup_{qarrow\infty}\frac{\log\# U_{r}(q)}{\log q}=1$ .
1 :
1.
$7n,$ $n\in \mathbb{N}$ with $n\geq m\geq 6$ , $A\in M_{n}(\mathbb{Q}(x))$ , $(d/dx-A)\overline{\iota/}=0$ ,
:
$(d/dx-A)$ G-operator.. $\overline{y}$ $0$ $R>0$ .. , $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{Q}(x)$ ( ) $m$ .
7 . , [4] 2
.
8 2 , $c_{1}$ .
10
, $0<r<R$ , , ;
$q \overline{arrow\infty 1\mathrm{i}_{\ln}}\frac{\log\#\{\zeta\in Ur(q)|\overline{y}(\dot{\zeta})\in \mathbb{Q}^{n}\}}{\log q}\leq\frac{35}{6m}$ .
1 , $m\geq 6$
. $35/6m$ .
( 9) Schneider-Lang 10 . Schneider-
Lang ,
, . , Schneider-Lang
: Schneider-Lang , , ,
, . , , , ,
$U_{r}(q)$ $q$ , .
4.
$f$ $\mathbb{Q}$-parameters . 1, $f,$ $f’,$ $f^{\sim}’,$ $ff^{J},$ $(f’)^{2}$ $\mathbb{Q}(x)$ ,
:




$f$ $n$ $\mathbb{Q}(X)-$ G- . $R>0$ $f$ $0$ .
, $f$ ($\mathrm{Q}(x)$ , :
$\varlimsup_{qarrow\infty}\frac{\log\#\{\zeta\in U_{r}(q)|f^{(i)}(\zeta)\in \mathbb{Q},i=0,\ldots,n-1\}}{\log q}=0$.
$5a$
$0<r<1$ $r\in \mathbb{R}$ ,
$\varlimsup_{qarrow\infty}\frac{\log\#\{\zeta\in U_{r}(q)|\log(1-X)\in \mathbb{Q}\}}{\log q}=0$ .
( $0$ 1 $\log$ ) , 5
.
.
1 , $\varlimsup_{qarrow\infty}\cdots>0$ , $f$ .
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